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Mars and its primordial atmosphere are thought to have been
coeval, having formed via the same process: collision of solid-
bodies during accretion [e.g., 1]. Indeed, thermal blanketing by
the primordial atmosphere may have been central to early
thermal evolution and Martian magma ocean formation.
However, despite the importance of the primordial atmosphere
for early Martian evolution, constraints on its composition and
evolution have been elusive. In particular, over the range of
oxygen fugacity (fO2) that can characterize equilibration with the
magma ocean (≈IW-2 to ≈QFM), the composition of co-existing
atmospheres range from reducing (H2-CO-rich) to oxidizing
(H2O-CO2-rich) [2], with important consequences for the
subsequent history.

Partial melts sampling the Martian mantle record a range of
oxygen fugacities from ≈IW to ≈QFM [e.g., 3], variability whose
origin is still unclear. Recently, it has been proposed that H2
outgassing from the Martian magma ocean is responsible for this
redox variability [4], since outgassing during magma ocean
crystallization is inevitable [e.g., 5] and the redox process is
supported by results from experimental petrology [e.g., 6].
Despite the appeal of this process, any H2 outgassed from the
Martian magma ocean would presumably be accompanied by
heavier species (e.g., CO) and remain gravitationally bound with
respect to hydrodynamic escape on dynamical timescales [e.g.,
1], continuing to interact with the magma ocean. Accordingly,
redox evolution of a Martian magma ocean and primordial
atmosphere is expected to be a coupled problem.

Motivated by these questions, we have developed a model of
magma ocean-primordial atmosphere evolution to track redox
variation arising from crystallization-linked outgassing, magma
ocean-atmosphere re-equilibration, and hydrodynamic escape on
long (UV-energy-limited) timescales. By coupling the petrology
of magma oceans with the physics of atmospheres, we subject
the H2 loss hypothesis for the origin of Martian mantle redox
variability to a first modeling test.
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